ABSTRACT Many bubble test methods do not have the ability to predict multiple bubbles in a high dimensional space now. Therefore, we propose a data-driven, self-adaptive evolutionary bubble prediction algorithm named WSADF. First, according to the invariance principle, we speculate that if there are inherent degrees of freedom for high dimensional time series, then comovement causality analysis (CCA) can be improved to select the decisive high dimensional time series that must reflect the prominent comovement causality. The optimization problem of the high dimensional space can be solved in the low dimensional space and maintain the inherent relationships among the time series by using CCA. Second, the learning parameters of hidden neurons have the ability of self-adaptive differential evolution. The neurons in the network are used to model the individuals' signals from the perspective of evolution. Third, a selfadaptive evolutionary neural network can be used to simulate the operation of the entire market's signals. The generalized sup augmented Dickey-Fuller test is improved to suit changing market environmental conditions. Thus, the WSADF algorithm has the ability to predict multiple bubbles in high dimensional space. An empirical application of the methodology is conducted on different types of markets (e.g., the USDCNH and CSI300 closing prices), which has successfully identified and forecasted multiple bubbles from 2015 to 2017.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the era of big data, the prediction of financial bubbles is regarded as a challenging task for time series after several global financial crises [1] . It is well known that many bubble test methods have been proposed, such as the variance bounds test [2] , [3] , West's two-step test [4] , the cointegrationbased test [5] , the intrinsic bubbles test [6] , the sup ADF (SADF) test [7] and the generalized SADF (GSADF) test [1] . However, these methods can only detect financial bubbles that have already happened. Moreover, they do not have the ability to predict multiple bubbles or to adapt to a changing market environment in a high dimensional space.
Hence, we need to find new ways, such as neural networks and evolutionary algorithms, to model and forecast the nonstationary time series, which may be used for
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forecasting multiple bubbles in a high dimensional space. In recent years, the extreme learning machine (ELM) has successfully extended the single hidden layer feedforward networks (SLFN), which provides greater generalization performance at a faster rate [8] . Thus, it may be suitable for a high dimensional time series.
The concept of evolution has appeared in a large number of financial studies. One of the most famous is the adaptive market hypothesis (AMH) introduced by Lo [9] , which is considered to be a modification of the effective market hypothesis (EMH) derived from the principle of evolution. Thus, the theory of behavioral finance was introduced on the basis of the effective market hypothesis. One of the most important implications for AMH is that predictability tends to occur at any time because of changes in market conditions and institutional factors [9] . Therefore, under the AMH framework, the purpose of this paper is to propose a data-driven, nonlinear, self-adaptive evolutionary bubble prediction algorithm called WSADF, which has the ability to adapt to a variety of changing market environmental conditions and predict multiple bubbles in a high-dimensional space.
First, the comovement causality analysis (CCA) was improved to select time series in a high dimensional space while maintaining the internal relationship among time series. High dimensional time series are characterized as high dimensional, complex or unstructured, large-scale, heterogeneous, incomplete, noisy or even wrong [10] . Most classic dimensionality reduction techniques transform high dimensional input vectors into low dimensional representations based on mathematical statistics, such as independent component analysis (ICA), and principal component analysis (PCA). However, these methods do not consider the causality relationships between the data. Additionally, most are local: the analyses examine one data object at a time and apply a transformation. These transformations are completely independent of the remainder of the data. They cannot simultaneously analyze the data in the whole time frequency domain and calculate the intensity analysis. Compared to these traditional methods, the advantage of CCA is that it can carry out the causality analysis and intensity analysis of stationary and nonstationary time series data in both the time domain and the frequency domain [11] . According to the invariance principle, we speculate that if there are inherent degrees of freedom for high dimensional time series, then the CCA can be improved to select a decisive high dimensional time series, which must reflect the prominent comovement causality. Therefore, the WSADF algorithm has the ability to estimate the intrinsic relationship of the time series and handle the optimization problem in a new, low dimensional space.
Second, the neurons in the self-adaptive evolutionary ELM neural network can be used to model the micro individuals in the market from the perspective of evolution. The adaptive evolution hypothesis states that the overall risk preference is not fixed but rather changes with natural selection. Natural selection determines the mutual influence among micro individuals. Micro individuals who suffer great losses in the market may leave this market. The investment styles of those remaining micro individuals may be very different. Lo (2004) believes that behavioral deviations in many financial fields are actually consistent with evolutionary models of individual learning and adaptation to environmental changes [9] . Thus, we attempted to establish a neuron evolution model to analyze how the micro individuals in the market learn and adapt to environmental changes. Specifically, the micro individuals in the market can be regarded as neurons in the self-adaptive evolutionary neural network. The competition between micro individuals in the market can be seen as the competition between neurons in the neural network. Under the guidance of evolutionary thinking, the WSADF algorithm absorbs the advantages of the neural network for training large-scale data and has data-driven, self-adaptive evolutionary learning capabilities. The learning parameters of hidden neurons in the WSADF algorithm have the ability of self-adaptive differential evolution. This is reflected in the trial vector strategies and related parameters, which are learned from their previous experiences in generating effective solutions. The corresponding optimal strategies are self-adapted and selected from the strategy pool. The network output weight of the algorithm is calculated by employing the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. Therefore, the WSADF algorithm has the ability to analyze how the micro individuals in the market learn and adapt to environmental changes and has great practical effect in modeling and forecasting time series.
Third, based on the adaptive market hypothesis, we attempted to improve the GSADF test to adapt to changes in the market environment. The AMH provides an intrinsically compatible framework for the effective market hypothesis with bubbles and collapses. The market is adaptable, and different market efficiencies can be realized from time to time through competition, mutation, crossover, and selection. The AMH assumes that micro individuals have limited rationality and adaptability and will compete fiercely on scarce profitable resources. In a normal market environment, micro individuals are heterogeneous, with multiple goals, information, and ideas, thereby showing collective intelligence. However, when the market is chaotic, micro individuals may have the same goals, the same information, and the same ideas. These kinds of conditions can cause panic and collapse, and it will similarly lead to bubbles when the market is chaotic and optimistic. The AMH gives evolutionary principles in an efficient or inefficient market. The market evolves adaptively. Due to the power of natural selection, the price in the past can affect the current preferences. Thus, prices reflect information on the changes in different economic conditions and the behaviors of micro individuals. Evolution has created the dynamic characteristics of the market. A selfadaptive evolutionary neural network can be used to simulate the operation of the entire market. Training and learning the changes of past market prices aims to understand how micro individuals learn to adjust their behaviors. Thus, the WSADF algorithm can learn how past changes in prices would affect current micro individuals and future market changes. The WSADF algorithm has the ability to forecast multiple bubble events in a high dimensional space.
The rest of this article is arranged as follows: Section 2 gives an outline of the theoretical background and assumptions; Section 3 introduces the WSADF algorithm proposed in our paper; Section 4 presents simulations and empirical results; and Section 5 reviews the conclusions we have drawn.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES CONDITIONS A. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND-ADAPTIVE MARKET HYPOTHESIS
To communicate the gap between the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) and behavioral finance theory, Lo (2004) has proposed the adaptive market hypothesis (AMH) [9] . The EMH does not explain the financial market from the view of micro VOLUME 7, 2019 individuals and assumes that the market is static. However, the AMH is based on the recognition of the bounded rationality theory. From the investment decision-making process of micro individuals, the evolutionary principle is applied to the financial market. It is believed that micro-individuals have limited rationality and adaptability. They may compete fiercely for scarce profitable resources, and they may make mistakes in the process of competition. Only if they adapt to the market environment can they profit. Competition is the main reason for the improvement of market efficiency. Market efficiency evolves along with changes in the market environment. Therefore, market efficiency is not absolute but can dynamically change, manifesting itself as effective and ineffective alternately and cyclically. The AMH provides a framework for the EMH and behavioral finance theory with bubbles and collapses. In essence, it reflects the adaptive behavior of investors, regulators and market conditions based on competition, adaptation and natural selection.
Based on the above adaptive market hypothesis, we attempted to employ a self-adaptive evolutionary neural network to improve the GSADF test to predict bubbles in a high dimensional space, and we make the following hypotheses:
B. HYPOTHESIS 1: THE NEURONS IN THE NETWORK ARE REGARDED AS THE MICRO INDIVIDUALS IN THE MARKET FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF EVOLUTION
Micro individuals in the market make decisions based on their own interests. Individual behavior is not necessarily endogenous or exogenous, but evolves with natural selection, depending on the specific circumstances. Micro individuals have the ability to constantly adjust their choices and corresponding behaviors according to their environmental conditions. The micro individuals in the market are regarded as neurons in the neural network. The learning parameters of hidden neurons have the ability of self-adaptive differential evolution. The neurons in the network are used to model and analyze the micro individuals in the market from the perspective of evolution.
C. HYPOTHESIS 2: A SELF-ADAPTIVE EVOLUTIONARY NEURAL NETWORK CAN BE TREATED AS THE DYNAMIC EVOLUTION OF THE ENTIRE MARKET
The market is a system with complex dynamic evolutionary characteristics. Market efficiency has time-varying and cyclical characteristics. It evolves with the changes in the market environment. The adaptive market hypothesis provides an intrinsically compatible framework for an effective market hypothesis with bubbles and collapses. The market adaptively evolves. The neural network also adaptively evolves. Therefore, neural networks can be used to simulate the operations of the entire market.
III. SELF-ADAPTIVE EVOLUTIONARY BUBBLES PREDICTION ALGORITHM
The basic idea of the proposed WSADF algorithm in this paper is based on the adaptive market hypothesis to improve the GSADF test. A satisfactory prediction of the WSADF algorithm is principally based on the following parameters: the dimensionality of the data sets, the number of the hidden neurons and the number of rolling windows. Therefore, the WSADF algorithm is divided into three steps. First, comovement causality analysis (CCA) is used to transform the original optimization problems into a new low dimensional space, thereby retaining the intrinsic link among the time series. Then, the number of hidden neurons is selected according to the dimensionality and self-adaptive evolutionary learning model. Finally, the window size is selected using the double sup criteria. Therefore, the WSADF algorithm has the ability to suit the changing environment and predict multiple bubbles in the new low dimensional space.
A. ELM LEARNING
The general form of ELM is as follows [12] :
where Y indicates the training data target matrix and β denotes the output weights vector between the output neurons and the hidden layer neurons.Ĥ is the hidden layer output matrix. The positive parameter c is used to estimateβ for H TĤ orĤĤ T . Following Huang et al. [8] , the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse method is employed to estimateβ:
whereĤ † is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrixĤ . If the amount of training data is not large, then we can obtain the following:
where E is the unit matrix. Alternatively, if the amount of training data is large, and we have:
when we initialize and feed an ELM with the normalized training data
. . T , the actual output for the training data can be written as follows:
whereĥ(X t ) is the output vector of the hidden layer concerning the training data sets X t .
In this paper, we choose different dimensionality values, hidden node numbers and window sizes in the ELM learning process and formulate the corresponding selection criteria to seek better prediction results.
B. THE SELECTION OF THE DIMENSIONALITY D
In this section, let the time series
. . T belong to the training data set X t and the time series y j t , j = 1 . . . M , t = 1 . . . T be part of the target matrix of the training data Y . Via comovement causality analysis, the decisive high dimensional time series that must reflect prominent comovement causality can be selected. Therefore, the number of decisive time series inputs can be determined using the dimensionality D.
The time series x d t in terms of the basis wavelet φ τ,ϕ (t), which is rooted in a mother wavelet φ(t) by means of dilation and translation, is called the wavelet transform [13] :
where |ϕ| 1/2 are the normalization factors that ensure the unit variance of the wavelet and τ denotes the location parameters for determining the exact position of the wavelet. ϕ is the scale parameter used to define how the wavelet is stretched or dilated. The mother wavelet satisfies three conditions:
3) The admissibility condition is as follows:
whereφ (ω) denotes the fourier transform of φ (t). The Morlet wavelet φ 0 (t) is the most popular and applicable mother wavelet for feature extraction [14] :
where ω 0 is the central frequency of the wavelet, and e −ω 0 2 /2 ensures that it satisfies Equation (7). π −1/4 ensures +∞ −∞ φ 0 2 (t) dt = 1. When ω 0 = 6, the Morlet wavelet achieves optimal trade-off between the time and the frequency location [15] .
The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) G x (τ, ϕ) is obtained by the inner product of φ τ,ϕ (t) and the time series x d t [16] :
where * indicates the complex conjugation and φ τ,ϕ * (t) is the complex conjugate function of φ τ,ϕ (t).
1) DISCRETIZATION
When a time series x d t , d = 1 . . . D with uniform steps t is discrete in this paper, the CWT is extended to the convolution of the series x d t at time t and a scaled ϕ with Morlet wavelet φ 0 (t) in the high dimensional space:
where Q denotes the number of points for the series. By changing the wavelet scale ϕ and shifting along the local time index t , this equation can show the amplitude of any feature versus the scale and how this amplitude changes over time.
To simulate the CWT, Equation (10) should be calculated Q times for each scale. By selecting Q points, one can perform all Q convolutions using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in the Fourier space. This paper extends the discrete Fourier transform of the series x d t to the high dimensional space:
where q = 1 . . . Q indicates the frequency index. In the continuous limit, the Fourier transform of a function φ(t/ϕ) can be denoted byφ(ϕω). Based on the convolution theorem, the wavelet transform can be the inverse Fourier transform of the product in the high dimensional space:
whereφ(ϕω q ) = 2πϕ tφ 0 (ϕω q ) and
The angular frequency ω q is defined as:
By employing Equation (12) and a standard Fourier transform, it is possible to efficiently compute the CWT for a given ϕ at all t in the high dimensional space.
2) SQUARED WAVELET COHERENCY
In this paper, we extend the wavelet power spectrum [16] , and define a wavelet power spectrum
in the high dimensional space for the time series set
where * denotes the complex conjugate. The cross wavelet transform for the time series
in the high dimensional space. The cross wavelet power spectrum is a measure of the localized covariance between the time series x d t and y j t for the specified frequency:
In this paper, we also extend the squared wavelet coherency (SWC) [17] and estimate the squared wavelet coherency in the high dimensional space between the time series
cross-wavelet and autowavelet power spectra:
where O is a smoothing operation. For the Morlet wavelet, a suitable smoothing operator can be estimated as follows [17] :
where O ϕ is smoothed along the wavelet scale axis, and O τ denotes the smoothness of the spatial domain. c 1 and c 2 are the normalized constants and represents a rectangular function. | ϕ represents the value of the fixed ϕ value. The Monte Carlo method is used to estimate the statistical significance of the squared wavelet coherency.
The value of the squared wavelet coherency S 2
is between 0 and 1. The higher values show much stronger comovement causality between time series and vice versa. Zero means that there is no comovement causality. If SWC 0 ≤ S 2
, the time series x d t will be marked.
3) TIME SPAN VALUE
The time span value (TSV) in this paper is the proportion of the comovement time, i.e., the time of the comovement divided by the time of the whole sample period.
where T d is the comovement time of the series
4) THE SELECTION CRITERIA FOR INPUTS
The time series selection is defined as the process of detecting relevant time series and discarding irrelevant and redundant time series to establish a robust, accurate and fast learning model. The time series x d t in this paper that have weak or no comovement causalities will be omitted. That is, we omit those time series x d t that simultaneously satisfy the following conditions:
After the original time series set X t is optimally selected using the SWC and TSV, they range from r min to r max . Each time series x d t in X t can then be mapped into a normalized time series using the following formula: − r min ) . Consequently, the normalized decisive
. . T can be adopted as the training data set. 1 
C. THE SELECTION OF THE NUMBER OF HIDDEN NEURONS V
The adaptive market hypothesis provides a framework for improving an effective market hypothesis using the concept of bounded rationality, which derives from evolutionary principles, such as competition, mutation, crossover, and choice. In this section, the neurons in the neural network are used to model how the micro individuals in the market learn and adapt to environmental changes from the perspective of evolution.
1) INITIALIZATION
Let each target vector include all the hidden node parameters of the network. A set of N target vectors is initialized to the population of the first generation g:
where a j and b j , j = 1 . . . V are randomly created. The number of populations N is a parameter that the user selects according to the actual application.
2) COMPETITION
The following formulas are used to calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) and the network output weight matrix of each population vector [18] , respectively:
whereĤ † i,g is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse ofĤ i,g which is shown as follows:
In the first generation, the population vector with the best RMSE is stored as α best,1 and RMSE α best,1 .
1 As verified by the results in Appendix A, compared to the Support Vector Machine (SVM), ELM, Kernel-based ELM (e.g., ELM-Linear, ELM-RBF, and ELM-Wavelet), ELM with independent component analysis (ICA) denoted by ICA ELM, Kernel-based ELM with ICA (e.g., ICA ELM-Linear, ICA ELM-RBF, ICA ELM-Wavelet), ELM with principal component analysis (PCA) represented by PCA ELM, Kernel-based ELM with PCA (e.g., PCA ELM-Linear, PCA ELM-RBF, PCA ELM-Wavelet), ELM with CCA (CCA ELM), Kernel-based ELM with CCA (e.g., the CCA ELM-Linear, CCA ELM-RBF, CCA ELM-Wavelet) and GARCH type models, the CCA ELM-Wavelet achieves better generalization performance for regression. The CCA ELM-Wavelet not only can turn an original high dimensional space into a new low dimensional space but also can further improve the forecasting accuracy.
3) MUTATION STRATEGIES
For different problems, several mutation strategies have been proposed by [19] . Here, four commonly used mutation strategies are listed as follows:
• DE/rand-to-best/2
• DE/rand/2
• DE/current-to-rand/1
In the above formulas, the indices r i 1 , r i 2 , r i 3 , r i 4 , r i 5 are mutually exclusive integers that are randomly created within the scope of [1 . . . N ]. Simultaneously, they also differ from the index i. The positive amplification factor F can be employed to regulate the scaling of the difference vectors and is usually selected within the range [0, 2]. The control parameter K can be randomly created within the scope of [0, 1]. The above four strategies can form a strategy pool as many researchers have proven that different vector generation strategies have their own advantages for different optimization problems [18] .
4) CROSSOVER STRATEGIES

For each mutant vector
] is commonly generated as follows [19] :
where CR denotes the crossover rate that controls the degree of crossover from the mutant vector. It is a positive value selected in the range [0, 1]. rand j is the jth evaluation of a uniform random number generator and the result is in [0,1]. j r is a randomly selected integer from [1,K] . We ensured that at least one of the parameters v i,g is different from the target vector α i.g .
The trial vector strategy can be chosen from the above strategy pool on the basis of the probability p φ,g in the current generation. p φ,g expresses the probability of choosing the strategy φ (φ = 1, 2, 3, 4) in the gth generation. The learning period (LP) fixes the number of iterations (generations). The probability p φ,g is updated as follows [18] :
When g ≤ LP, each strategy has the same selection probability, i.e. p φ,g = 1/4. + ε (φ = 1, 2, 3, 4), ns φ,g indicates the number of trial vectors that successfully enter the next generation. They are generated by the φth strategy at the qth generation (iteration). Simultaneously, nf φ,g represents the number of trial vectors discarded in the next generation. Every trial vector is stored at LP generations. Once the iteration exceeds the original LP generation, the earliest record is deleted, and the new one is stored. ε is a small positive value to avert the possible null success rate. In addition, the control parameters F and crossover rate CR are randomly created for each target vector based on the normal distributions N(0.5,0.3) and N(0.5,0.1) [18] , respectively. For a given problem, the appropriate CR value is usually small. The average CR value will be adjusted gradually based on the CR value previously created by the trial vectors that have successfully entered the next generation.
5) SELECTION
All the trial vectors v i,g+1 created at the (g + 1)th generation are assessed as follows:
The optimal number of hidden layer nodes is achieved by repeating the mutations, crossovers, and selections until reaching a preset goal or completing a maximum learning iteration. Obviously, it is more robust and practical to choose a trial vector strategy in a pool rather than to use the same strategy for different real-world applications.
D. THE SELECTION OF THE ROLLING WINDOW SIZE θ
With respect to each predicted time series y d t , d = 1 . . . D, t = 1 . . . T in a high dimensional space, the following autoregressive formula is estimated using the least square method.
where T represents the size of each predicted series. The parameter µ denotes a local coefficient that controls the size of the intercept and the drift. c is a constant and ξ d t is the white noise. The right-tailed alternative hypothesis is assumed to be
For each predicted time series y d t , it is assumed that the rolling window regression series starts at the θ th 1 fraction of the sample size and ends at the θ th 2 fraction of the series. θ 2 = θ 1 + θ w and θ w stands for the (fractional) window size VOLUME 7, 2019 of the regression in the high dimensional space:
where L is the lag order, and d = 
where W is a Wiener process. The sup ADF (SADF) statistic is defined as follows [7] :
(32) where θ 0 denotes the minimum sample window size and 1 is the maximum recursive window for the entire sample. The window size θ w changes from θ 0 to 1. The series fixed the starting point θ 1 at 0 and let the ending point θ 2 equal θ w .
The generalized SADF (GSADF) test develops the idea of performing the repeated ADF test on subsamples recursively [1] . Specifically, besides varying the endpoint of the regression θ 2 from the minimum window θ 0 to 1, repeated ADF tests also allow the starting point θ 1 in (30) to change from 0 to θ 2 − θ 0 . Similar to Phillips et al. [1] , for each predicted time series y d t , d = 1 . . . D, t = 1 . . . T , the WSADF statistic in the high dimensional space is defined to be the maximum ADF statistic under all feasible dual recursion ranges of θ 1 and θ 2 , and this statistic is denoted by the WSADF(θ 0 ) as follows:
Following the limit distribution of the GSADF test [1] , i.e., dT (−µ) with µ > 1/2 in (29), the ADF θ 2 θ 1 statistic is defined as follows:
where θ w = θ 2 − θ 1 and W is a standard Wiener process. Phillips et al. [1] found that the backward SADF (BSADF) test can discover more information on the bubbles and enhance the detection capability for bubbles. Thus, a flexible window is employed in the BSADF test to carry out the SADF test on a backward expanding predicted series. For each predicted series, the end point of the window is fixed at θ 2 . The starting point of the window changes from 0 to θ 2 − θ 0 . The corresponding ADF statistic can be denoted by
The BSADF statistic is defined as the sup value of the ADF statistic on the region [1] :
where the feasible region θ 2 recursively varies from θ 0 to 1. The starting date [T θ e ] of a predicted bubble is calculated as the time that the first estimated ADF value is more than the critical value. [T θ e ] denotes the calculated start date. The end date [T θ f ] of a predicted bubble is the time at which the first ADF value is less than the critical value after [T θ e ]+log(T ). This requirement can eliminate the short life points in the fitted autoregressive coefficients, which are adjusted based on the data frequency. Following Phillips et al. [1] , the estimated window is calculated from the cross-time equation:
where cv Diba and Grossman [5] find that the Evans bubble B t has a specific property: E t (B t+1 ) = (1 + r f )B t , where r f is the risk free interest rates. For a bubble, it is assumed that the length of time should surpass the minimum expected period expressed by δ log(T ), where δ is a frequency-dependent parameter. Similar to Phillips et al. [1] , the predicted starting and end points of a bubble (i.e., θ e and θ f ) are estimated as follows:
where scv
is the 100(1 − γ T )% critical value of the sup ADF statistic based on [T θ 2 ] predicted values. The WSADF algorithm repeatedly implements the BSADF test for each θ 2 ∈ [θ 0 , 1], making inferences according to 1] . Similar to Phillips et al. [1] , the WADF and WSADF statistics are estimated as:
The principle of selecting θ 0 can be according to a lower limit of 1% of the predicted sample. Following Phillips et al. [1] , the simple function is θ 0 = 0.01 + 1.8/ √ T .
E. PREDICTING MULTIPLE BUBBLES IN THE HIGH DIMENSIONAL SPACE
Based on the above analysis and modeling, we attempted to predict multiple bubbles in the high dimensional space. The key outcomes are revealed in the case of two-bubble episodes in the high dimensional space for the predicted time series y d t as follows:
where the notation 
where the bubble durations are required to be greater than log(T ). The BSADF test is employed to calculate the starting and ending points for the predicted time series y d t as follows:
For the first and second bubbles, under (39), (θ 1e ,θ 1f , θ 2e ,θ 2f ) p →(θ 1e , θ 1f , θ 2e , θ 2f ), the BSADF detector provides consistent estimates of the predicted starting and ending window points.
F. WSADF ALGORITHM FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
The limited sample threshold for the WSADF algorithm can be acquired through 5000 repeated Monte-Carlo simulations. The lag order L is equal to 0. The parameters (c and µ ) are all equal to 1. The results of the WSADF algorithm are displayed in Table 1 . From Table 1 , for a given θ 0 , the limited sample threshold for the WSADF algorithm is nearly invariant. The smaller the window size θ 0 is, the larger threshold for the WSADF algorithm. In practice, θ 0 must be chosen based on the total number of each predicted time series T .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND RELEVANT DISCUSSIONS
The purpose of our experiment is to detect the ability of the WSADF algorithm to predict the future bubbles in a short period. For comparison, all simulations are run on the same computer.
A. PERFORMANCE OF THE GSADF TEST FOR USDCNH HISTORICAL DATA
The empirical investigation is based on 1196 daily observations of the closing prices of the offshore CNY exchange rate (USDCNH), which were sampled from April 30, 2012 to April 15, 2016 and were obtained from the WIND database. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for the daily closing price of USDCNH. The results of the Jarque-Bera test show that the series is not normally distributed. The statistics of the ADF test [20] , PP test [21] and KPSS test [22] indicate that the series represents a non-stationary process. Thus, the daily closing price of USDCNH is not normally distributed and is not a nonstationary process.
We applied the GSADF test to the historical closing price of USDCNH. The result was acquired through 2000 repeated Monte Carlo simulations when the smallest window is 30 observations. Table 3 shows that the GSADF statistics exceed their 5% right-tailed critical values (i.e., 2.0266 > 1.8829), providing evidence that the closing price of USDCNH has explosive subperiods. The GSADF tests allows us to highlight the possible presence of bubbles.
B. PERFORMANCE OF THE GSADF TEST FOR CSI300 HISTORICAL DATA
In this section, the experimental data is based of 3807 daily observations on the closing price of CSI300 in China's stock market, which were sampled from January 4, 2002 to September 12, 2017 and obtained from the WIND database.
As seen from Table 4 , the results of the Jarque-Bera test show that the daily closing price of CSI300 is not normally distributed. The statistics of the ADF test [20] , the PP test [21] and the KPSS test [22] indicate that the series represents a nonstationary process. Thus, the daily closing price of the CSI 300 Index is not normally distributed and is a nonstationary process.
The results of the GSADF test are listed in Table 5 . The results were acquired by 2000 repeated Monte Carlo simulations where the smallest window was 30 observations. From the results in Table 5 , some conclusions can be drawn. For example, in 2015, the GSADF statistic of the CSI300 historical data is 2.1264, which exceeds its 5% righttail critical value (2.1264>1.9643). This proves that the closing price of CSI300 had bubbles in 2015. Similarly, there were no bubbles for CSI300 during 2016-2017. The WSADF algorithm was applied to predict any bubbles in USDCNH in the forecast interval. The results were acquired through 2000 repeated Monte Carlo simulations where the smallest window was 30 observations. Table 6 presents the results of the WSADF algorithm. The smallest window was also 30. Both of these statistics exceed their respective 5% right-tailed critical values (i.e., 8.0275 > 2.1118). Thus, there is evidence of bubbles in the predicted closing prices of USDCNH.
D. PERFORMANCE OF THE WSADF ALGORITHM FOR CSI300 BUBBLE FORECASTING
The experimental data set is based on 3807 daily observations of the closing price of CSI300 as our input data. In addition, we use the CCA method to select 308 stocks from the 2,915 A-shares listed in China's stock market as input data for the WSADF algorithm. 2 Each variable is comprised of its close prices.
The WSADF algorithm is employed to predict bubbles within a short period. Therefore, we divided the sample data into the training data and the test data. For example, to predict the bubbles in 2015, we divided the sample interval into the training interval (from January 4, 2002 We applied the WSADF algorithm to predict bubbles in the short term. The critical values of the WSADF algorithm are listed in Table 7 . The results were acquired through 2000 repeated Monte Carlo simulations where the smallest window was 30 observations. From the results in Table 7 , some conclusions can be drawn.
For example, in 2015, the WSADF algorithm for the outof-sample (test data) is 2.0571, which exceeds its 5% righttailed critical values (i.e., 2.0571 >1.9643). This shows that the predicted closing price of CSI300 had bubbles in 2015. Similarly, there were no bubbles during 2016-2017.
In addition, using 95% confidence intervals, we drew the GSADF test chart of the historical closing prices of the CSI300 in Figures 1, 3 and 5. We also graphed our estimate of the predicted closing price of CSI300 by the WSADF algorithm in Figure 2 and Figure 4 . Using the GSADF test, we graphed our estimates of the closing prices of USDCNH and CSI300, with 95% confidence intervals in Figure 1 , Figure 3 and Figure 5 . The shadows in Figure 1 Using the WSADF algorithm, we graphed our estimates of the predicted closing price of USDCNH and CSI300 with 95% confidence intervals in Figure 2 , Figure 4 and Figure 6 . We found that there were some bubbles during the forecast interval. The shadows in Figure 2 By comparing the results of the GSADF test and our predicted results, we can determine whether the future bubbles will be predicted more accurately. Thus, as seen from Figures 1-6 , compared with the GSADF test that can only detect the bubbles in the past, the WSADF algorithm has the ability to predict multiple bubbles in a high dimensional space.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, under an adaptive market hypothesis framework, we propose a data-driven, self-adaptive evolutionary bubble prediction algorithm named WSADF to forecast financial risk in a high dimensional space. It is principally based on the following parameters: the number of window sizes, the number of hidden nodes and the dimensionality. The window size can be chosen using the double-sup criteria.
The dimensionality is selected using comovement causality analysis. The number of hidden neurons depends on the dimensionality and the self-adaptive evolutionary model, which can learn and discover nonlinear relationships among high-dimensional data. Thus, the WSADF model has the ability to suit a changing market environment and predict the adaptive behavior of a time series. The computational results confirm that the WSADF algorithm can more accurately predict the episodes of exuberance and collapses, which can be used in macroeconomic regulation to predict multiple bubbles.
APPENDIX A PERFORMANCE OF 10-DAY AHEAD OUT OF SAMPLE VOLATILITY FORECASTING
The experiment of Appendix A is based on the 1771 daily observations of price difference between USDCNH and USDCNY, which are sampled from November 2, 2009 to March 4, 2016 obtained from WIND database. In addition, we randomly select 255 variables as the input sets for machine learning. The inputs variables is the same as the variables selected by WSADF algorithm for USDCNH Bubble forecasting.
We use the data ranging from November 2, 2009 to February 18, 2016 as the training period. The remaining observations serve as the test period. Two criteria are employed to evaluate the 10-day ahead forecasting performances of the various models, including the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE), which are commonly used in the previous literature. See Table 8 .
APPENDIX B CODES OF 308 STOCKS AS INPUTS
See Table 9 .
